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Shortly after the release of the Kawasaki W in America Triumph launched their retro classic line.
But what are they like to own and work on? The engine is proportionately perfect, the fuel tank
has all the right curves, and the wheel sizes are bang on. Even the side covers have a better
shape to them than those of the Bonneville. Straight away a set of Clubman bars transforms the
bike, but the most authentic look will require some clip ons and rearsets. If you can find one.
But more on that later. Everything else about the bike is straightforward. A smaller headlight will
have you replacing the pressed steel headlight ears and finding an alternate way to affix your
indicators. Thankfully, unlike the Bonnevilles, the ignition sits right up top on the triple clamp.
As God intended. The controls are quite slim and unobtrusive and sometimes pop up on other
custom models, being a good compromise between being low-profile and actually usable. FCR
W Racer. The happy news continues when you look at the conventional single cradle frame.
Customising the W is straightforward and pretty damn easy to get good results quickly and with
minimal cost. This requires the electronics to be stripped back and hidden away under the seat
area or mounted in a separate battery box. The guys that really chase weight savings remove
the electric start altogether, opting to rely on just the kicker. So instead you might be tempted to
look at some engine modificationâ€¦which are rarely done. This is surprising because in
standard trim the engine is lovely, but not inspiring. As a result, many people who fit flat slide
carbs and open exhaust systems tend to be disappointed with the results. People routinely do
over ,kms on the bikes without any problems at all. The main thing to be concerned about when
looking to modify the engine for the W is the cost â€” or time and expense â€” of fitting an
exhaust. You either have to cut the standard headers and fit your own or purchase a full set of
pipes, headers and all. The Kawasaki W is the very definition of neutral handling. But it could
still do with some tweaking. However, the brakes are trickier. The front twin-pot is anaemic but
can be firmed up with a good set of pads and most importantly, a stainless steel brake line to
get rid of any flex in the system. At the rear, the drum is nothing to be scared of and with a good
set of shoes and adjusted correctly it offers decent stopping power. Without the benefit of a
truly obsessed American market, the W does lack a huge host of custom parts to outfit your
ride. Most accessories and replacement shiny bits will come your way via a dwindling supply of
farkles from Japan or from the increasingly prevalent South East Asian market, where tanks,
fenders and the like are still affordably produced in small batches. Using entirely aftermarket
parts will make it hard to get the W looking truly unique. What should you look for? What is
there to be concerned about when getting an old Dub? Thankfully â€” not much. The clutch is
shared with a number of other Kawasakis from the time period so parts are easily available. Not
much else is particular to the Kawasaki. Early production models up until around had some
issues with the rear fender developing a crack on either side that if left unchecked will snap it
off completely. To some this might look like the bike has been given a light shunt from behind
â€” but really, it happens to most of them. Which is where the W starts to fall down as a donor
bike. Being in such exceptional condition and so well looked after means that the Kawasaki W
has plateaued in price. There are some exceptionally ambitious owners out there trying to move
their bone stock bikes with pricing that range from the optimistic to outright ridiculous. While
they can be ignored you should be prepared to pay higher than you would for a Triumph
Bonneville of similar vintage and condition. Very few Ws were sold in the US and the owners
that have them seem to be accumulating more of them. On the bright side, the average age of an
owner of a Kawasaki W seems in the US seems to be around So there might be a slight increase
in a number of Ws popping up on Craigslist in the years to come. Meanwhile, in the UK,
Australia, and Germany the W is a much more common ride with many of these markets
benefitting greatly from second-hand Japanese imports. These should be approached
cautiously, with many sitting idle for years in Japan. It has noticeably more torque and pulls
harder from lower. While on paper this means you should all be scrambling to find one, the
reality is different. The W runs a fuel injection system that has been subject to a number of
recalls and fuelling can be choppy and sluggish at times. The Kawasaki W and W are
exceptional bikes in stock trim. While not scarily quick or exceptionally well-handling they more
than make up for that with their ease of ownership. The bikes are exceptionally reliable,
good-looking, they handle well and are a joy to service and maintain. It seems strange now, but
Kawasaki actually beat Triumph to the punch when it came to retro-styled motorcycles. Now
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Oct 11, I first got a chance to ride one of these about a year ago when I helped a friend of mine
buy one and ever since then I knew I would own one. In fact, I had already taken possession of
my ex-'07 Scrambler at the time I first rode the W and even at that time I knew the W was the

bike I should have bought instead of the Scrambler. I sold the Scrambler earlier this year and
hadn't planned on picking up another bike anytime in the immediate future but it turned out that
this one became available, was the only W color scheme I was interested in, it was relatively
local, and it was mint, so I had to jump on it as these bikes are not that easy to find and are even
harder to find in stock unmolested condition which is what I was looking for. My goal for this
thread is for it to become as much of a resource for the W as my Tiger thread is for the Tiger. It
seems online resources for W info are few and far between out there, no doubt due to the
relatively small amount of these bikes that are in the U. So here's the porn: First, this is the
condition of the bike when I went to go look at it and actually got a test ride without even
asking! It has a really great feel to it. It's a degree crank but it's counterbalanced. They dialed in
just enough vibration to make it feel like a twin but not enough to rattle your fillings or put your
hands to sleep. The exhaust sounds fantastic. The PO had punched the baffles out a bit on the
stock exhaust so it's a bit louder than stock but it's a great tone. It's very quiet at idle. You only
really hear it when you get on the throttle under load. However I think the bafflectomy has
contributed to a lean condition manifested mostly as a slight lean surge on steady throttle
especially when the engine is cold which I tried to address yesterday with some success but I
think a re-jet is going to be in order. Will address that in a separate post to this thread. I love the
way the bike looks, I love the way it sounds, I love the way it rides, I love the bevel gear cam
drive, I love the kickstarter. This bike just pushes my buttons. I plan to keep it pretty much
stock. I think I will have to re-jet as mentioned above. I've added on my E-ZPass holder and
hard-wired in a Zumo mount. I've also added the Five Stars luggage rack available from Twisted
Throttle which also mounts my Givi top case that I use on the Tiger. I will also add a Powerlet
outlet to power my Motopump kit's tire pump. Soon I'll put up a pictorial "how to remove the
carbs" post. That was my project yesterday. Vbird , Oct 11, Joined: Dec 31, Oddometer:
Location: N. Beautiful bike! It looks better than the new Bonnie. DaFoole , Oct 11, Always loved
those bikes. Couldn't believe Kawi pulled the plug on it so soon Oilhed likes this. Here's my
situation: The W is pretty much bone stock except the PO punched out the baffles on the stock
exhaust. I suspect that this is causing the bike to need a richer mixture than the stock jetting
can provide. I had the carbs apart yesterday Keihin CVK and found the stock jetting in place,
that is a main jet and 35 pilot jet. In fact, the carbs were so stock that I had to drill out the caps
over the pilot screws before I could adjust anything. It is worse when the engine is cold and
improves a bit as the engine warms but still never goes away entirely. My understanding is that
the pilot circuit handles most of the fuel supply for that type of low-demand, low-throttle steady
state cruising. I have opened the pilot screws up to 4. I feel that at 4. Note that from the factory,
one of the carbs had the pilot screw set at 2. An additional symptom of the lean running is I'm
getting crackles and pops through the exhaust on decel. Part of that was due to the air injection
system which I disabled yesterday by blocking the hose going to the air injection valve. This
reduced the popping in the exhaust considerably but I'm still getting some, presumably from
the mixture. So my thinking is I might need to re-jet due to the now freer-flowing exhaust. I don't
think I need to go crazy as I plan to retain the exhaust as is as well as retain the stock airbox. In
doing a little research on the web, it appears that main and 38 pilot would probably be the next
step up. Also I noticed that DynoJet has a kit for the W that has new mains and new needles but
they don't mention anything about pilots. Strangely, according to the PDF on their site, the
mains are listed in various sizes from thru Unless DynoJet numbers their mains differently, that
would seem to be a step in the wrong direction. Unless their needle changes the calculations
versus the stock needle so that smaller main jets are used. Anyone know anything about that? I
don't believe DJ jet sizes correspond to stock numbers. It does sound like you need to go up on
pilots, but you could try shimming the stock needles presuming they're not adjustable. If you go
for a DJ kit, their needles will be adjustable, at least they've been for all the kits I've seen. Love
your bike. ADV Sponsors. BarkALot , Oct 11, Congrats on the W.. I had one about yrs ago. I got
aftermarket pipes for it, a corbin, and a lower handlebar kit. If I recall, I shimmed the needles and
got the instructions from a website.. Enjoy the bike! Very nice. Have fun. RocketJohn , Oct 11,
Very nice bike! Foxbat likes this. NCGS , Oct 12, That's a helluva find.. Tell us the story behind
how you found it. There are things I still like about the W better than the new Bonnies and I'm a
multi-Bonnie owner , but to me the Bonnies simply have more power not that 60 hp is a lot of
power. Kaw did a great job building the bike, but they did a lousy job marketing it. I understand
it's still produced and sold overseas. Many years ago I saw a W where the cam cover at the top
of the bevel drive tube had been replaced by a clear piece molded in the same shape as the
stock cover. The owner started the bike for me, and it was really cool watching the bevel drive
work the camshaft. Back in the day when I was seriously contemplating buying a W I bought a
genuine Japanese W sales brochure off fleabay. If you're interested in collecting W memorabilia
to go along with the bike, I'll be glad to pass it your way for a few bucks, since it doesn't appear

that I'm going to be latching onto a W any time soon. Congrats on a great bike, and a great find.
TLHBill likes this. Dranrab Luap , Oct 12, Phang , Oct 12, Joined: Dec 5, Oddometer: 48
Location: Singapore. The shiny polished camshaft hypoid gears cover is just an ornamental
cover. The hypoid gears are inside the rockers cover. Unlike ducatis where you can put a sight
glass on the cover to view the gears in action. One of the most enjoyable motorcycles I ever
owned! I loved every moment with it. I left mine mostly stock with the following exceptions: Low
Bar Kit brake lines, mirrors, handlebar from Z-Power in Europe SuperBrace Fork brace and
progressive springs National Cycle Superfly windscreen Corbin Gunfighter saddle slimmer '01
tank knee pads There is a very active Yahoo Group associated with the bike. Have great fun with
yours, I know you will. Wish I had taken better pictures of it when I owned it but here is one:.
Webman likes this. I only get to see this every 6,miles and very reluctant to put back the rockers
cover when I am done with the valve clearance adjustment. Webman , Fishenough and Foxbat
like this. Why oh why must you do this to me. The W is one of those bikes that I will own one
day. Definitely one of the best lookin gbikes ever produced in my opinion. Something very
simple and seductive about them. Very nice motorcycle! I liked mine. Kind of miss it, actually. I
still have the seat shown in this picture, and it's for sale. I found it helped with the forward creep
caused by the sloping stock seat. Kentucky , Oct 12, Congratulations on your great find. I had a
00 a few years ago and really enjoyed it. I made two trips from Kentucky to Daytona on it and it
was great. A month ago I found one too. It was about 3 miles from my house it's entire life. It's
an 01 that had 1, miles on it. One month later is has 5, and I am heading from Ky to Pomona,
California a week from today. They are great bikes that are much higher quality than other
UJM's even other Kawasaki's. The took kits are beautiful along with many other fit and finishe
related things. JPG File size: You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
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